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FROM: PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR Il'viMEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July !--Applications for the Cumberland Forest Music Camp on 
the Morehead State University campus, August 14-27, have passed the 500 mark. 
Dr. J. E. Duncan, Director of the widely recognized camp which will include 
a faculty of over 50 of the nation's top musicians, said today that. some scholar-
ships are still available, expeciali.y for string instrumentalists, and that there is 
ample room for numerous additional applicants. 
Young musicians from throughout the nation will attend the two-week camp 
which was formerly the Gunnison Music Camp, Gunnison, Colorado. 
The widely-renowned faculty, most of whom have played with major 
symphony orchestras, will be available for group and individual instruction. 
Dr. Duncan announced today that two new aspects have been added to the 
camp. One of the nation's leading ballet and modern dance instructors, Don 
Durand, University of Minnesota, has been added to the faculty to teach artistry 
in majorett.e an:l. drum major procedures and Jack Dunham, president of a west 
coast recording company, has been added to the faculty to discuss recording 
tec~iques. 
Associate directors of the camp are: Fred J. lVJ.arzan, director of bands 
at Morehead, and William J. Bell, the "Dean" of tuba players and a member of the 
Indiana University music faculty. 
Among the faculty are: the Lenox String C'iuartet; Guy Harrison, Director of 
the Oklahoma City Symphony1 who will direct the orchestra program at the camp; 
Dr. Robert Hawkins, formerly director of the Gunnison Music Camp; Vaclav 
more 
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Nelhybel, formerly assistant director of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra; Ray 
../·stiii, first oboist with the Chicago Symphony; Milan Yancich, head of the Brass 
and Woodwind Chamber Music Department at Eastman School of Music; Dr. Thomas 
Beversdorf, head of the Brass Faculty at Indiana University; Vincent Dinino, 
director of the University of Texas Long Horn Band and Al Wright, Director of the 
Purdue University Band. 
Tuitionfor.the two-week camp is $150, which includes all costs excluding 
private lessons. The camp is open to junior and senior high school students as 
well as for undergraduate and graduate college students. 
Dr. Duncan said the campus curriculum would include: private and class 
instruction; participation in marching and concert bands, orchestras and stage 
bands; and classes in music theory, music literature, conducting composition 
and techniques. 
The famed Lenox String Cuartet will perform in concert twice during the 
camp as will various individuals serving on the faculty. Several premieres of 
new works will be heard during the camp, said Dr. Duncan, including original 
compositions by Vaclav Nelhybel. 
Concerts will include: small ensembles, the Directors band, student 
orchestras, student bands and a concert by the honors band. 
Another new aspect of the camp is a harp section made up of some of the 
leading young harpists in the nation working with Margaret B. White, a faculty 
member at Indiana University. 
I Interested persons should contact Dr. J •. E. Duncan, Director, Cumberland 
Forest Music Camp, :t'viorehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 
more 
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All participants in the camp will reside in university residence halls and eat 
)' ... ~ 
•' 'in the Doran Student House cafeteria. 
Other members of the faculty include: Edwin D, Baker, director of the jazz 
program at Indiana University; Howard Hill, director of orchestra at Morehead; 
Robert Cole, flutist, University of Wisconsin School of Music; Harry Houdeshel, 
flutist in the American Woodwind Quintet, Indiana University; James Martin, flute 
and theory instructor, Morehead; Fred Wilkins, former flute instructor at Julliard 
School of Music; John Wummer, former flutist with the New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Nestor Koval, instructor of clarinet and saxophone at Duquesne 
University. 
Other faculty members include: Don McCathren, director of bands at 
Duquesne University; Dr, John Mohler, clarinestist in the University of Michigan 
Woodwind Quintet; Bernard Portnoy, insturctor of clarinet at the Julliard School 
of Music; Harry Schmidt, woodwind instructor at Florida State University; Dr. 
Eugene Rou.sseau, saxophone instructor at Indiana University; Leonard Sharrow, 
bassoon professor at Indiana University; John R. Barrows, horn instructor at the 
University of Wisconsin and Carl Robert Schiebler, horn instructor and artist in 
residence at Webster College, St, Louis. 
Also serving on the faculty are: Bernard Adelstein, trumpet instructor at 
the Cleveland Institute; Louis Davidson, trumpet instructor, Indiana University; 
Herbert C. Mueller, trumpet instructor, Indiana University; Lewis Van Haney, 
trombone instructor, Indiana University; Donald Kneeburg, trombone instructor, 
Indiana University; Earle Louder, euphonium instructor with the U, S, Navy Band; 
George Gaber, chairman of the percussion department at Indiana University and 
Margaret B. White, harp soloist and a memberof the Indiana University music 
faculty. 
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FROM: PUBLIC ~ELATIONS DEPT. 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMME.DIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July. 2 --
are enrolled at Morehead State College for the summer term. 
They are among 1923 students who make up the summer enrollment. 
Morehead's enrollment does not include those students enrolled at the 
Breckinridge Training School or the persons who are enrolled in correspondence 
or extension courses. 
Rowan County has the largest number of students with 150 while Carter 
County has 99, Floyd 98, Lewis 84, Greenup 76, Boyd 74 and Pike 63. 
Students are enrolled from 67 counties, 22 states and 10 stjldents from 
seven foreign countries are enrolled. 







FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 8--Harriette Simpson Arnow, noted author whose novel "The 
Dollmaker" was a best seller in the middle fifties, will spend three days on the 
Morehead State University campus, July 13-15. 
She is appearing in the Morehead State University Writers' Series which 
periodically brings outstanding authors to the campus. Mrs. Arnow will speak to 
classes, talk with individuals and present a lecture open to the public on Friday, 
July 15. 
The 1:40 p. m. lecture in the Combs Classroom Building, entitled "Fiction 
as Sociology, " will have as its setting the Appalachian region which Mrs. Arnow 
has depicted so graphically in much of her writing. 
Now a resident of Ann Arbor, Michigan, she has published numerous 
pooks, including: Mountain Path, a 1936 novel; Hunter's Horn, a 1949 novel; 
The Dollmaker, 1954 prize-winning novel; Seedtime on the Cumberland, non-
fiction, 1960 and Flowering of the Cumberland, non-fiction, 1963. She is also a 
prolific short story writer and contributor of articles and reviews to magazines. 
Mrs. Arnow was born in Wayne County, Kentucky, and attended Berea 
College before earning the B. S, degree at the University of Louisville. 
She is the fourth outstanding individual to appear in the Morehead Writers' 
Series this year. Appearing earlier were: Robert Francis, poet; Wilma Stokely, 
author of several books, and Fred Wolfe, brother of famed author Th6mas Wolfe. 
James Still, author in residence at Morehead State University, is 




FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
:Morehead, Ky., July 9--A Linguistics Conference open to all interested educators 
will be held on the Morehead State University campus, Thursday, July 28. 
Martha Dell Sanders, Vice President of the Kentucky Education Associ-
ation, will be the featured speaker at the morning session scheduled at 10:00 in 
Button Auditorium. She will speak on "Applied Linguistics" following a welcoming 
address by Dr. Adron Doran, President of Morehead. 
Also appearing on the day-long program will be: Dr. Lewis W. Barnes, 
Professor of English at Morehead; Dr. Ruth Barnes, Professor of English at 
1Viorehead; Victor Venettozzi, Associate Professor of English at Morehead and 
Dr. Norman Tant, Director of Audio Visual Education at Morehead. 
Following a luncheon meeting in the Doran Student House at 12:30, a 
conference summary and planning session will be held. 
Dr. Barnes, coordinator of the conference, and his wife, are two of the 
leading linguistics authorities in the United States and have developed programs 
in linguistics at Morehead which have received wide recognition. 
# 
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·~/ PROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOPJ:HEilL STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 9--Moreheao State Univereity ha:o been awarded a $7,400 grant 
by the National Science Pot:ndation fo:r: re:oearch into the conoition:o causing the 
development of a fungue which create:o di:oeaee in potatoee. 
Dr. Gary J. Griffin, A:o:oociate Profe:osor of Biology, will direct the re:oearch, 
entitled "Influence of Soil Environment on Chlamydospore Formation. 11 
The project ie related to several pnvioue :otudiee which Lr. Griffin hae 
conducted on the Morehead campue unoer the auspices of National Science Pounoation 
Grante, 
A graouate assistant and several etudent aesistante are expected to aio 
Dr. Griffin in the project which will study the propertiee in the eoil which 
influence the fungue formation. 
"Thie is a significant piEce of ·r-esearch," saic Dr. \~illiam Simpson, I:ean 
of the School of Sciences ana Hathematics, "ancJ we are pleaeed that the National 





FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Ivlorehead, Ky., July 13--Dr. Kenneth Dawson has been named Dean of the School 
of Education at Morehead State University, President Adron Doran announced today. 
Dr. Dawson, currently Executive Secretary of the American Industrial 
Arts Association of the National Education Association, Washington; will assume 
his duties September 1. 
The 39-year-old native of Newark, Ohio, has travelled extensively speak-
ing to state, national and international groups during his five years with the NEA 
and has published numerous articles in professional publication~l 
"Kenneth Dawson is one of the outstanding young educators in America, " 
said President Doran, "and we feel extremely fortunate to have a man of his 
qualifications heading the new School of Education." 
Dr. Dawson received the BS degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
the WJ.A. degree from the University of Virginia and the PhD degree from the 
University of Maryland. 
He has taught in the public schools of Maryland and Virginia, was a 
graduate assistant at the University of Maryland and was an assistant professor 
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute from 1956 to 1958 . 
He served in the U, S, Army and in 1963 was a consultant to a Red Cross 
team in Liberia. 
Dr. Dawson is listed in Who's Who in American Education and is a mem-
ber of Phi Delta Kappa, Iota Lambda Sigma, Epsilon Pi Tau and NEA, He is 
married and has two children. 
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FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 14--Dr. Adron Doran, President of Morehead State 
University, will serve as a panelist at President Johnson's national planning 
conference on education of the disadvantaged, July 18-20, in Washington, D. C. 
President Johnson said the conference will "provide a working environ-
ment for exchanging ideas and exploring new methods of educating the children 
of poverty. " 
Dr. Doran will serve on a panel discussing the mobilizing of resources 
and has been asked to make a presentation at one of the sessions. He will also 
prepare a paper concerning promising developments and concepts at the con-
elusion of the conference. 
Dr. Doran, immediate past-chairman of the NEA Legislative Com-
mission, was invited by Harold Howe II, U.S. Commissioner of Education and 
is the only Kentuckian serving as a panelist. Four other Kentuckians will be 
invited to attend the three-day conference by Dr. Harry Sparks, State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction. 
Howe pointed out that information about effective programs under Title 
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 will be more widely 
disseminated and the discussion sessions will be focused on services to the 
most needy children. 
"It is indeed a great honor to be selected as a panelist at President 
Johnson's national planning conference on education of the disadvantaged," said 
Dr. Doran. # 
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 15--The annual Morehead State University Principals 
Conference will be held on Friday, July zz. 
Elementary and secondary school principals from throughout Kentucky 
will hear Dr. Warren A, Ketcham, Professor of Education and Psychologist, 
University of Michigan, speak on "What Makes the Difference in Teaching?" 
Dr. Ketcham will speak at ll:OO a.,.m, in Button Auditorium and will be 
available for a question and answer period following a noon luncheon in the 
Doran Student House, 
Registration is scheduled from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. in the foyer of 
Button Auditorium. 
Dr. Ketcham has published widely and is one of the nation's leading 
educational authorities. As well as serving on the faculty at the University of 
Michigan, he is Vice-President of Psychodynamics Research and Associates, 
Dearborn, Michigan. 
Monroe Wicker, Director of School Relations at Morehead, is coordi-
nator of the conference. 
II 
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FROM; UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
-~ ~-; · MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 
FOR UIMED lATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 16--A number of nationally-known artists, conductors 
and music educators will present a public concert of classical numbers at 7;30 p.m., 
Friday, Aug. 19, in Button Auditorium at Horehead State University. 
The musicians are members of the faculty of the two-week Cumberland Forest 
Music Camp on the Horehead campus. 
Director of the faculty band is Dr. Robert Hawkins. He is known nationally 
as the longtime director of the Gunnison Music Camp which preceded the Cumberland 
Forest Music Camp. 
Two of the numbers to be performed will be directed by their composers. 
Vaclav Nelhybel will direct the band in his "Symphonic Requiem." Born in 
Czechoslovakia, he held important posts with major European orchestras before 
coming to the United States and becoming an American citizen. 
Dr. Thomas Beversdorf, head of the brass section at Indiana University, will 
direct his "Symphony for Winds and Percussion." He played trombone in the Houston 
and Pittsburgh Symphonies and other leading orchestras. 
Other numbers on the program will be "Theme and Variations" by Schoenberg; 
"Symphony for Wind Instruments", Stravinsky; and "S~,;mphony in B-Flat", Hind emith. 
Other public concerts during the encampment will be performed by the Lenox 
String Quartet on Monday, the faculty ensembles on Tuesday, and the full faculty 
band again on the closing night, August 23. 
# 
-F-ROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 16--A two-day workshop in machine shorthand will be 
held on the Morehead State University campus, August 8 and 9. 
The workshop, designed for business teachers, secretaries and court 
reporters, will be conducted without charge by the School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology. 
Joan Kotas, a representative of the Stenograph Company, Chicago, will 
teach the classes. All machines and materials will be furnished. 
Rooms in the air-cinditioned residence halls will be available at $2. 00 
a night. 
Interested individuals should contact Dr. W. D. Keller, Coordinator, 
Business Program, Morehead State University. 
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FROM: - .____ .. ___ .. UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 19--Harpists will be featured in a Cumberland 
Forest Music Camp concert at 3 p.m. Sunday at Baird Music Hall at Morehead 
State University. 
Performers will include students and Miss Margaret B. White, a member 
of the music faculty at Indiana University and the encampment. 
The Sunday performance. is one of a.series of public concerts being 
offered this week by the students and faculty of the two-week encampment. 
The famed Lenox String Quartet will appear again at 7:30p.m. Monday 
in Button Auditorium. Their program will include Beethoven's "Quartet, Opus 59, 
No. 211 , Ravel's "Quartet", and Bartok's "Quartet No. 511 • 
On Tuesday at 7:30p.m. in Baird Hall percussionists will be featured 
in a small ensembles program. Other ensembles, bands and orchestras will 
perform Wednesday and Thursday evenings. 
The final concert of the two-week encampment on Friday evening will 
present the faculty band directed by Dr. Robert Hawkins, former director of 
the famed Gunnison Music Camp and chairman of the Music Division of lvestern 
Colorado State College. 
# 
FR01Vi! U~l~E.i~tty RELA ttbNS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR lLV.ilviEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July Zl--Over 100 young high school students from seven Kentucky 
counties are on the Morehead State University campus participating in the U1-ward 
Bound project. 
The program, designed to give eligible high school sophomores 
additional academic background in preparation for college, will end on August 5. 
The students are being exposed to a full-time residential summer program 
including cultural and academic enrichment work. 
Reedus Back, Director of the Breckinridge Training School and 
coordinator of the Upward Bound program, said a follow-up program will be 
continued through the ,academic year 1966-67. 
Students from Boyd, Bath, Elliott, Johnson, Magoffin, Mason and 
Morgan counties are participating in the program. 
The students, by counties, are: 
Bath County--Brenda Brussell, Mary Louise Lacy, Shirley Ann Crouch, 
Cathy Barber, Ethel Moore, Kathy Mae Crouch, Rosetta McNabb, Linda Rogers, 
Norma Jean Jones, Bonnie Hatton, Marcia Manley, Mary Basha Webb, Mary 
Bascom, Kathy Flood, Carolyn Jones, Linda Robertson, Ernest Clemons, James 
Jones, Harold Bailey, Herbert Riddle, William Gary Harris, Richie Maze, 
Sammy Graston, and John Jones. 
more 
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Boyd Oo~Jty l:PaJf Balzer ltiiH S~hooh•-Sarah Sparks, Jennifer Moore; 
' I ' 
Jennifer Roberts, Cristal Penick, Mil'~ Clinger; Rita Frariklin, Renne B:i-own, 
Sherry Wilcox, Linda Lemon, Erma Merrith, Darlene Barney, Jenny Ldti Merritt, 
Frances Williams, Richard Barbour, Robbie Keeton, .Lionel Hill, and Mike 
Gregory, 
E.lliott County--Royalind Mayse, Kathaleen Porter, Linda Farley, 
Jewell Moore, Barbara Porter, Willa Bradley, Phyllis Smith, Wilma Bradley, 
Linda Wells, De Wayne Johnson, Dana Stinson, Tommy Dickerson, Billy Wayne 
Howard, Joe }V•iles, Vernone Ratliff, Barry Adkins, Carl lv'!ays, Ronald Adkins, 
Lloyd Hutchinson, and Jamie Gilliam, 
Johnson County--Karen Meade, Jamie Collins, Karen McCarty, Dianna 
Sue Tackett, Deloris Music, Kenneth Michael Blair, Robert Jones, and Benson 
Blair. 
Magoffin County--Claudia Cobern, Kathy Mullins, Dorothy Owens, 
Brenda Conley, Judy Glestine Helton, Sherry Slusher, William Arnett, Sam 
McNew, Darrell Lee Helton, and David Gardner 
Mason County--Arvid D. Hall and Charles Allen Garde, Jr. 
Morgan County--Pamela Reed, Barbara Peyton, Helen Sorrell, Brenda 
Cottle, Anna Adkins, Peggy Johnson, Sharon Goodpaster, lV'.arie Havens, Joan 
Barber, Carolyn Hancock, Linda Lewis, Linda Fannin, Sharon Shaver, Grats 




• ~' -?.ROM: PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
Morehead, Kentucky--Mirian{ Eileen Thirs, 2685 Adele Court, So~th Ft. 
Mitchell, Ky., will present a senior piano recital at Morehead State 
University on Sunday, July 31 at 4:30 p.m. in Baird Music Hall. 
Miss Thirs is a music student at Morehead and is a member of 
SMENC and Sigma Alpha Iota. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Thirs and graduated from Dixie Heights High School. 
Guests are cordially invited to attend the July' 31 recital. 
The program is as follows: 
,-
i 






Suite Bergamasque (1890) .• 
Prelude 
Menuet 
Clair de Lune 
. . . 
Intermission 
Concerto in B- flat Major, K. 595 
Allegro 
Glenn-Fulbright, second piano 
Chopin 
Debussy 
• . Mozart 
.. , 
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.·FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 




Morehead, Ky., July 26--Bert T. Combs, former governor of Kentucky, 
will speak at Morehead State University Wednesday, July 27, on 
the proposed new constitution. 
Combs will speak at 10:00 a.m. in Button Auditorium. 
The proposed constitution will be presented to the voters of 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky ~or their approval or disapproval in 
November. 
An audience of 1,400 is expected to hear the former governor. 
# 
FROM: UNIVERSITY REI,ATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
ROR IMHEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July 2 7 --"l'lilliam H, Abell, Chairman of' the Kentucky 
Council on Public Higher Education and President of' the Commonwealth 




summer commencement address, Thursday, August 4. 
#JI)be 
hundred and twenty-~hre~ candidates f'or degrees will partici 
in the 7:30 p.m. ceremony in the Fieldhouse, 
Degrees will be conf'erred to 50 candidates f'or the master of' 
arts degree in education, 4D f'or the bachelor of' science degree and 13} 
f'or the bachelor of' arts degree. 
Abell, wlaiDCl'll!ull~ president of' the Commonwealth Lif'e Insurance 
:~mj\?hY since 1958, was chairman of' the Kentucky Commission f'or Higbee 
.I;J"'c~· 
f\f'rom 1964 to 1966. During this period, the Comndssion made a compreher: 
study of' higher education in Kentucky and made 16 recommendations to 
' 
Governor Edward T. Breathitt, Jr., which f'ormed the basis for House , 
Bill 238. 
AbfiJ holds the AB degree f'rom Yale University and the LLB aegree 
with honors f'rom the Harvard Law School. 
He holds numeeous state and national of'f'ices and is president 
of' the Commonwealth Fire and Casualty Insurance Co. and the Kentucky 
Bonded Funeral Insurance Co, 
# 
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FROM: UNIVERSITY .RELATIONS 
.MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
·~ ····1J10REHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR llviMEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., July. 30--A tour of the West Coast and Hawaii and a nationally-
known music camp will be conducted during Morehead State University's annual 
post summer session August 8 through August 2.4. 
The tour is included in Geography 415G, a three-hour course. High school 
and college students may attend the Cumberland Forest Music Camp to be held 
August 14-2.7. 
Registration for the three-week session will be held August 8 in the 
Bert T. Combs Classroom Building. Twenty-two courses will be offered. 
Resident fees are $9 a semester hour for undergraduates and $12. a semes-
ter hour for graduate students. Out-of-state undergraduates will pay $2.2.. 50 a 
semester hour and out-of-state graduates $30. 
Post summer students will live in air-conditioned East Mignon and 
Regents Halls. Classes will meet daily from 8 a.m. to 12. noon. 
Classes carrying two hours credit will end August 12., while three-hour 
courses will end Wednesday, August 2.4. 
Persons interested in enrolling for the Post Summer Session should 
contact Monroe Wicker, Director .of University Relations. 
Other courses offered include: Public School Art, Business Law, 
Stenographic Machines Vvorkshop, School Lunch Seminar I and IV, Modern 
Mathematics Workshop, Remedial Reading Seminar, v\Triting and Speaking, 
Introduction to Literature, Latin Literature, Regional Geography, Kentucky 
History, American Foundations, Current World Problems, Introductory Philosq>hy, 






MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., August 1--A Bristol school teacher on leave played a prominent 
/ 
role in the development of an Appalachian Area education program this year. 
Joseph Phelan helped write, plan and direct an Institute in English for 
Teachers of Disadvantaged Youth at Morehead State University where he is a graduate 
assistant in the Department of Languages and Literature. 
He was one of the major writers of the original proposal on which a $48, 000 
grant was made by the U.S. Office of Education to finance the institute. Phelan assisted 
in planning the program and was retained at the Eastern Kentucky university to assist 
the director. 
In addition to assisting in the administration of the institute, Phelan coordinated 
the workshops and taught courses in the use of educational media and construction of 
audio-visual materials. 
Phelan is a candidate for the master of arts degree at the August 4 summer 
commencement at the university, located in Eastern Kentucky. 
He plans to return to Newfound Memorial High School this fall. 
... . . ~.-. 
UNrlrE~J:fy RELATIONS 
MOltEHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR lllflMEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 2.--Enrollment is still open and some scholarships are still 
available for stringed instrumentalists at the Cumberland Forest Music Camp to 
be held August 14-2.7 at Morehead State University, Dr. J. E. Duncan, director, 
said Monday. 
"We welcome further applications, and will guarantee space and a 
welcome to any eligibll) A!entuclty .high school or ·college- student musician,'! 
the director said. 
In addition to class sessions, the Camp program will include concerts 
by the famed Lenox String Cuartet, the faculty band, and various faculty and 
student soloiiitS and ensembles. 
Interested persons should contact Dr. J. E. Duncan, Director, Cumber •. 
land Forest Music Camp, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 
.. _. ··--
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREI!EliD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEliD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 10--Season box seats and reserved seats are now 
on sale for Morehead State University's 1966 home football games. 
Eight box seats for the Eagles' three home games are $51.50, and 
individual reserved seats are priced at $6.18 for the season. 
Ival Bryant, ticket manager, pointed out that the price for a season box 
was a reduction of $10 from the single game price. 
Single game reserved seat tickets will go on sale at $2.06 on September 
12. General Admission tickets will be sold at the gate. 
Bryant said that last year's season ticket holders will have until August 
30 to reserve the same seats they held last year. 
Interested persons should contact Bryant by writing the Business Office, 
Morehead State University, or by calling 784-4181, extension 329. 
A member of the Ohio Valley Conference, Morehead Will play in the 
10,000-seat Breathitt Sports Center stadium. 
Morehead's home schedule includes: 
September 17 Marshall University 
October 15 Austin Peay (Homecoming) 





--· .__gROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IJ.V1MEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 12-- The world-renowned Lenox String Quartet will perform 
Tuesday in the first of a series of public concerts at the Cumberland Forest 
Music Camp which will be held on .the Morehead State University campus, Aug. 
14-27. 
Members of the quartet will serve as instructors during the two-week 
encampment which opens Sunday. They will offer private lessons on their 
instruments. 
Tuesday's concert is the first of two for the quartet. They will also play 
on Monday, August 22, and will appear with other members of the camp faculty 
in other concerts during the encampment. 
Ensembles and soloists will be presented with the faculty band in concerts 
'VT ednesday, Thursday and Friday nights. 
All concerts are scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Most will be presented in 
Button Auditorium. 
High school and college students from throughout the nation will be on 




--FR:OM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Aug. 12--566 students are registered for a three 
weeks post-summer school session at Morehead State University. 
The total includes 20 students who left Saturday for a tour of West Coast 
points and Hawaii. They are enrolled in a three-hour geography course. 
Not included are the students who have registered for the first annual 
Cumberland Forest Music Camp. The non-credit course for hi'gh school and 
college students will run August 14-27. It is a successor to the famed Gunnison 
Music Camp. 
The post-summer enrollment was 548 last year. The 1965 total included 
75 out-of-state students who were required to take special training to qualify for 
admission in the fall. With the closing of admission to out-of-state students for 
this fall in June, the special courses were eliminated. 
# 
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:f. ROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR lMMEDIA TE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 13--Rowan County and Morehead State University have 
received top awards from the American Red Cross for producing the highest 
percentage oftheir quota in blood drives this year. 
Mrs. William Cartmell, Tri-state Regional Red Cross Blood Program 
Chairman, Maysville, presented awards to the Rowan County Red Cross Chapter 
and to Morehead State University over WSAZ-TV, Huntington at the Tri-State 
Red Cross annual blood convention. 
Rowan County produced 118o/o of its quota to lead the 27- county Kentucky-
West Virginia-Ohio Region while Morehead State University was presented a 
special certificate for its collection of blood fo1· servicemen in Viet Nam. 
Accepting the awards were John E. Collis, Chairman of the Rowan 
County Blood Program and Director of the University Store; and Mrs. C. C. 
Mayhall, secretary of the Rowan County Red Cross chapter. 
# 
··- FROM~ UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University will offer an extension 
course in linguistics at Durrett High School on Preston's Lane during the 
fall semester. 
The class will meet each Monday from 6:30 to 9 p.m. for 16 weeks 
beginning September 19. 
The three-hour course entitled "Reading and Linguistics" may be 
taken for undergraduate or graduate credit. 
Undergraduate tuition for the class is $30, while ·graduate fees are 
$36. 
The course will be taught by Dr, Lewis Barnes, profess,or of English. 
# 
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead, Ky., Aug. 19--What brings a student musician 2,000 miles from 
his home to the hills of Eastern Kentucky? 
For Robin Colby of Riverside, California, it was an opportunity to study 
the French horn under one of the nation's masters of the instrument. 
Robin, who hopes later to teach her favorite instrument, is one of the 250 
students enrolled for two weeks of intensive training at the first Cumberland 
Forest Music Camp at Morehead State University. 
Her teacher is John R. Barrows, horn instructor at the University of 
Wisconsin, one of the 40 distinguished musicians making up the camp's faculty. 
He has performed as horn player and soloist with the Minneapolis Symphony, 
the Radio City Music Hall Orchestra, New York City Ballet-Orchestra, the San 
Diego Symphony, the NBC Symphony, and many others. He has composed a number of 
works in all media. 
Miss Colby decided to attend the camp when she heard that Barrows was 
on the faculty. She had learned of his reputation from Ralph Pyle, her music 
teacher at La Sierra College in Riverside, 1~here she is a senior music; major. 
Her flight schedule disrupted by the plane mechanics strike, Robin 
arrived in Morehead by bus at 3:30a.m. 
Equally as far from home to attend the camp is a Canadian musician, 
Elaine Smith, who registered from North Vancouver, British Columbia. She also 
came more than 2,000 miles to the camp. 
Joining her in giving the encampment an international flavor is David C. 
Warne of Oshawa, Ontario. He is a percussion student at the University of Indiana. 
Proving that the Camp is not a regional event, the enrollment includes 
students from most of the 48 continental states. The largest contingent is 
from Indiana, with heavy enrollment also from Tennessee and Georgia. 
(more) 
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The Cumberland Camp was organized this year by Dr, J. E, Duncan, Dean of 
the School of Humanities at Morehead, after it was learned that the famed Gunnison 
Music Camp at Gunnison, Colorado, was closing. 
Many of the Gunnison faculty t~ere retained in the Cumberland Camp and 
additional master teachers added to the staff. 
"The purpose of the Camp is to give students a chance to study intensively 
under skilled masters," Dr. Duncan explained, 
The faculty sees the Camp as an opportunity for young musicians to learn 
from experienced performers. The faculty is a unique collection of the best at 
their own instruments and equals or surpasses the talent in the major orchestras. 
All have played in or soloed with leading musical groups. 
"The faculty's job is to inspire the students and show them how music 
should be played," said Leonard Sharrow, bassoon instructor from Indiana University. 
"They won't go out of camp with perfect technique, but they will have a goal to 
reach for. " 
A great amount of work is concentrated in the two weeks of the encampment. 
Classes start at 7 a.m. and run to 5 p.m. Sandwiched between classes are rehearsals 
by the various student bands and orchestras, and private lesson sessions. 
Almost every evening one or more of the bands presents a concert. One 
night it will be a band composed of the high school students, another will feature 
qollege musicians, and another will offer the faculty, 
The faculty concerts, most of them open to the public, give the students a 
chance to hear a unique collection of the world's best at their instrument. Most 
faculty concerts offer works by such names as Beethoven, Stravinsky and other 
nasters, But each program offers works written by some of the faculty themselves. 
Many of the campers combine class work with private lessons and playing 
in one or more of the student bands. 
One of these is Gwen Wood of Brooksville, Ky. She has a full program . 
:ncluding lessons in theory and composition, private clarinet lessons, and plays 
ln the "honors" band. 
(more) 
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"I am simply amazed at the quality of the faculty and the amount of work 
they put us through, 11 said the blonde Morehead University sophomore. 
Others find the experience they gain playing under the direction of out-
standing teachers and performers is the more valuable part of the encampment for 
them. 
Miss Colby is one of these. She has completed most of the course work in 
college and finds most of it would be repetitious here. She concentrates on 
frivate lessons from Barrows and plays French horn in the Chamber Orchestra, the 
Concert Band, and the lvoodwind Quintet. 
Dan Korzep of Martinsburg, !vest Virginia, studies theory and composition 
and plays baritone horn in the Concert Band. "They work us hard, but we learn 
in a short while Hork tlhat we couldn't get at home," he said. He plays in the 
Martinsburg High School band at home. 
"The Cumberland Camp has every chance to be successful as the staff gains 
experience," was the assessment given by faculty members Vincent DiNino and Guy 
Fraser Harrison, both formerly 1~ith Gunnison. DiNino is director of the famed 
University of Texas Longhorn Bands, and Harrison is director of the Oklahoma 
City Symphony. 
# 
···-FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University will offer an extension 
course in linguistics at Catlettsburg High School this fall. 
The class will meet from 6:30 to 9 p.m. each Monday for 
16 weeks. An organizational meeting will be held September 12, and the class 
will begin September 12. 
The three-rour course English 416G, Reading and Linguistics, may 
be taken for undergraduate or graduate credit. 
Tuition for undergraduates is $30, and for graduates $36. 
The class will be taught by Dr, Ruth Barnes, associate professor of 
English. 
# 
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR lMMEDIA TE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --More than 5, 000 students are expected to pour 
into this Rowan County town in a few days for the start of the fall semester 
at Morehead State University. 
The school will start its 45th year with a new name, having been 
changed from College to University in June. It was established in 1922 
I· as Morehead State Normal School, 
Registration for night and Saturday classes will be held Saturday, 
Sept. 10, from 8-10 a.m. in Button Auditorium. 
Freshmen are scheduled to arrive on campus Sunday with freshman 
orientation beginning Monday, Sept. 12. 
Freshman registration will be held on Wednesday and Thursday 
morning with upperclassmen registering Thursday afternoon and Friday 
morning. Classes will begin Monday, Sept. 19. 
On Friday before the students arrive, there will be a general faculty 
meeting, President's· reception for new faculty members, luncheon, Divisional 
meetings, and a meeting of the Board of Regents. 
# 
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Aug. 31--More than 5, 000 students are expected 
to enroll at Morehead State University for the fall semester which begins next 
week with freshman orientation and registration. 
Freshmen are scheduled to arrive on campus Sunday with freshman 
orien~ation beginning Monday, Sept. lZ. 
Freshman registration will be held on Wednesday and Thursday 
morning with upperclassmen registering Thursday afternoon and Friday 
morning. Classes will begin Monday, Sept. 19. 
Registration for night and Saturday classes will be held Saturday, 
Sept. 10, from 8-10 a.m. in Button Auditorium. 
On Thursday, Sept. 8, there will be a general faculty meeting, 
President's reception for new faculty members, luncheon, faculty meetings 
in the Schools, and a meeting of the Board of Regents. 
# 
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FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEA~ KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Sept. 2--The Morehead State University Marching 
Band will begin a week of intensive drills Monday in preparation for its fall 
activities. 
Sixty-six freshmen are expected to arrive Sunday to begin two days 
of drills before the eighty-six upperclassmen arrive on Tuesday. All but ten 
of the band are music majors. 
Fred Marzan, director, said the students would drill 12 hours a 
day. 
The camp will be ending Sunday evening with a concert on the lawn 
in front of Johnson Camden Library. 
I . 
FROM: UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
·--~ 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Sept. 6--Morehead State University will 
begin the fall semester with 61 new faculty members, Dr. Adron 
Doran, president, said today. 
The new appointments increased the faculty to more than 
ZSO. Seven new faculty members have been added in the School of 
Applied Sciences and Technology; nine in the School of Humanltiee: 
five in: the School of Sciences and Mathematics: nine in the School of 
Social Sciences; and three new academic deans have been appointed. 
Those added in Applied Sciences and Technology are: William 
Moore, Instructor of Business; Dr. Robert J. Motley, Associate Pro• 
feasor of Business; Helen Northcutt, Instructor of Business and 
Assistant Director of Testing; Orbie K. Rivers, Instructor of Busi-
ness; Dr. Jean K, Snyder, Associate Professor of Home Ec;onomics 
and Chairman of the Department; Lawrence Trippiedi, lnsh'uctor of 
Industrial Education, and Dr. Walter R. Williams, Professor of 
Industrial Education and Chairman of the Department. 
(more) 
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p • -· 
Newcon:.ers in the School of Education are: Dr. Kenneth 
Dawson, Professor of Education and Dean of the School of Education; 
Elizabeth Anderson, Instructor of Education; June S. Atwood, Instruc-
tor of Education; Dr. Paul R. Borders, Associate Professor of Edu-
cation; Mike Brown, Instructor of Health Physical Education and 
Recreation and Assistant Football Coach; Dr. L. Bradley Clough, 
Associate Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department of 
Psychology and Special Education; Dr. Stewart E. Cooper, Associate 
Professor of HPE&R and Chairman of the Division, Dr. Milan B. Dady, 
Associate Professor of Education; Dienzel Dennis, Instructor of Edu-
cation; Joy Dennis, Instructor of Education and Coach at Breckinridge 
Training School; Ron Durby, Instructor of HPE&R and Assistant Foot-
ball Coach; Noah Logan, Instructor of Education; Don Miller; Assistant 
Professor of HPE&R; George Sadler, Assistant Professor of HPE&R; 
Elizabeth Sadler, Instructor of Education; Willa Grant Sanders, Instruc-
tor of HPE&R; Robert J. Schietroma, Instructor of Education; Peter J, 
Verhoven; Instructor of HPE&R; and Dr. Clark D. Wotherspoon, Asso-
ciate Professor of Education. 
(more) 
., • • j 
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School of Humanities--Dorthy Adkins, Instructor of English; 
Dr. Robert L. Arends, Associate Professor English; John Atwood, 
Assistant Professor of Music; David Bushouse, Instructor of Music; 
Dr. Vito de Caria, Associate Professor of French; George F. Deremo, 
Instructor of Art; Allen S. Gnagy, Assistant Professor of Philosophy; 
Dr. Gary Harmon, Associate Professor of English and Head of the 
Division o£ Languages and Literature; Sue Harmon, Instructor of 
English; Frances H.elpinstine, Instructor of English; Suanne Hower, 
Instructor of Music; Terence E. Kelsay, Instructor of English, Joe 
Larry Mills, Instructor of English; Essie Payne, Instructor of English; 
Maurice Strider, Assistant Professor of Art; Vasile Venettozzi, Instruc-
tor of Music; Dr. Lajos Vincze, Assistant Professor of French and 
Spanish, and Dr. Frederick Voigt, Associate Professor of Speech 
and Head of the Division of Communications. 
Sciences and Mathematics--Bernice Boggs, Instructor of 
Biology; Dr. Wendell H. Cross, Associate Professor of Chemistry; 
Harry P. Hoge, Instructor of Physical Science; James D. Mann, 
Instructor of Mathematics, and Dr. Charles A. Payne, Associate 
Professor of Chemistry. 
(more) 
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Social Sciences--Dr. Jack E. Bizzell, Associate Professor 
or Political Science; Hubert Crawford, Instructor of Sociology; 
Rolland Dewing, Assistant Professor o:Z History; John K. Folmar, 
Assistant Professor of History; Ariye Ginzburg, Instructor of 
Economics; Dr. W. Edmund Hicks, Associate Professor of History; 
Dr. Victor Howard, Associate Professor of History; Dr. Louis 
Magda, Associate Professor of Economies, and Dr. Y. T. Toni, 
Assistant Professor of Geography: 
Previously announced deanships were Dr. Paul Ford Davis, 
Professor of Education and Dean of Undergraduate Programs; Dr. 
Jarvis Hill, Professor of Education and Dean of Graduate Programs, 




FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --The appointment of a former newsman and college 
journalism teacher as Director of the News Bureau at Morehead State University 
has been announced by President Adron Doran. 
Bill M. ·Turley came from Carson-Newman College, Jefferson City, 
Tenn., where he was assistant professor of journalism. 
News Director is a new position created in a reorganization of the 
Morehead staff in the changeover this summer to university status. News 
work was previously handled by Ray Hornback, Assistant to the President 
for Public Affairs. Hornback is on leave to do graduate work at Indiana Uni-
versity. 
Turley is a former reporter for 1he Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, 
W. Va., and a former editor of newspapers in West Virginia and Tennessee. 
He also directed the News Bureau and taught journalism at Ouachita Baptist 
University, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
A native of West Virginia, he is a graduate of Marshall University 
and the University of Missouri School of Journalism where he received his 
master's degree. 
His wife, Mrs. Lola Turley, was news editor of weeklies in Arkansas 
and Tennessee. They have two daughters, Janet, a junior at Marshall Uni-




FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Five Morehead residents were members of a 
Morehead State University geography class which toured the West 
Coast and Hawaii this summer, 
They were Mr~. Dorothy Conley, 302 Normal Avenue; c. Dale 
Qaudill, Route 1, Hillcrest Road; Mrs. Edith 0, Crosley, 508 Uni-
versity Street; Mrs. Ann Begley, 441 Flemingsburg Road, and James 
Robinson, Box 807, MSU. 
The tour was directed by John P. Gartin, Assistant Profes-
sor of Geography, Those making the tour and completing assigned 
reports received three hours credit. 
The itinerary included a week in Hawai.i where the party 
visited industries and scenic attractions, 
The party toured western states and Western Canada by bus-1 -\'r•i" 
en route to Seattle fr6m where they flew to Hawaii, They· toureq 
parts of California and other western states on their return. 
Other members of the party included: Mrs. Mabel Wagers, 
Mrs. Maude Jones and Elmer L. Jones, Corbin; Jeannette McCarthy, 
Mrs. Luella F. Anderson, and Mrs. Lucetta S, Fitzgerald, Maysville; 
Eugene Kiser and Mrs. Thelma Kiser, Lexington; Mary Lee Ricketts, 
West Liberty, and Judy Harris, Campton. 
Also Thomas Pierson, Middle~own, Ohio; Mrs. Mirian c. 
Krauter, Mansfield, Ohio; Mrs. Maribel M, George, Lancaster, Ohio; 








MOREHEAD, Ky. - Faculty members have been ad9-ed andACO?!Jtruction 
continues as Morehead State University prepares to enroll,.$.,500 students 
for the 1966 fall semester, President Adron Doran said yesterda;y, 
About 85o more students are expected this fall than the 4,656 who 
registered for the 1965 fall term. 
fo keep pace with the increased enrollment, 61 netv teachers W6llle 
~~~ 
have been~ and more than $14,ooo,ooo committed for ne~1 buildings. 
The additional teachers :gil! increased the faculty total to more 
than 250, 
Under construction or scheduled for a start this year are t;ro 
residence halls, a married student apartment building, six classroom~ 
buildings, an addition to the Doran Student E!ouse • an addition to the 
) i/J. 
Administration Building, expansion of the utility systems and )9. new 
faculty houses. 
Freshmen arrived on campus Sunda;y and will attend two da;ys of 
orientation on Monday and Tuesday. They will register on lvedndesda;y 
and Thursda;y morning vlith upperclassmen registering Thursday afternoon 
' 
and Frida;y morning, Classes will begin Monda;y, Sept. 19. 
President and Mrs, Doran gr-eeted the ne~r faculty members Thursday 
at a reception, 
- --...:· 
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FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY., Sept. 15--The freshman class at Morehead State 
University this fall has a unique mother and daughter combination. 
Mrs. Iva Hendricks and her daughter Jan enrolled together this week for 
their first university classes. They are from the Mays Lick community in 
Mason County near Maysville. 
A petite brunette of 37, Mrs. Hendricks had been a housewife and mother 
since her high school graduation in 1946. 
"I decided to return to school now that my three daughters are nearly grown, " 
she said of her decision to enter Morehead along with her oldest daughter. 
Already taller than her mother, Jan is a 1966 honor graduate of Mason County 
High School. 
Morehead President Adron Doran said the mother-daughter team in the 
freshman class is unique. He recalled other cases in which parents and their 
children were enrolled at the same time, but on different academic levels. 
Mrs. Hendricks will commute daily from her home about 33 miles north-
west of the Morehead campus. She wants to be with her younger daughters, one 
in Mason County High School and the other enrolled in the elementary school 
at Lewisburg. 
Jan will reside on the Morehead campus in Allie Young Hall with about 260 
other freshmen co-eds. 
Although they will study on the same level academically, the mother and 
daughter have different scholastic interests. 
Mrs. Hendricks will prepare for a career as a business teacher at the junior 
high school level. She is majoring in education with a concentration in business 
administration. 
(more) 
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-· 
Jan, on the other hand, is interested rnore in mathematics. She was a 
member of the Mathematics Club and Beta Club in high school, and won a 
Beta Club scholarship. 
The husband and father of the freshman co-eds is the Rev. Paul C. 
Hendricks, pastor of the Mill Creek Christian Church. Mr. Lewis graduated 
last June from the Lexington Theological Seminary. 
Mrs. Hendricks expects some problems from returning to academic life 
after 20 years with classmates in another generation; however, she expressed 
confidence in her ability to adjust. Jan is looking forward expectantly to college 
and dormitory living. 
' ~- ..... -:----"oJ 
I •cFROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
· MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Sept. 2.0--The annual Morehead State University 
Homecoming will be held Friday and Saturday, Oct. 14 and 15, with the 
largest crowd in Morehead history expect4d. 
Highlights of the two•day celebration include a Friday e'l(ening concert, 
a Saturday afterno_on football game with Ohio Valley Conference rival Austin 
l?eay in the new 10,000 seat Breathitt Sports Center stadium and a Homecoming 
) Dance in the evening. 
Other features of the homecoming celebration include a Friday evening 
candlelight dinner, academic division opeJ:!. houses on Saturday morning, a 
smorgasbord luncheon and post-game receptions. 
The Friday evening candlelight dinner will be held from 6 to 8 p. m. 
in the Doran Student House and may be attended by the general public as well 
as by students, parents, and alumni. Mrs. Adron Doran, wife of the Morehead 
president, will be featured ·at the organ at the dinner. 
Lionel Hampton and his famous jazz group will perform in concert 
at 8 p. m. in the Fieldhouse. 
Registration will be held from 8 a. m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at two 
campus locations followed by open houses in each of the academic divisions 
in the various classroom buildings. 
The smorgasbord luncheon, scheduled from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 





morehead homecoming 2222222 
The post-game receptions are scheduled from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in 
the Doran Student House. The receptions will be sponsored by Morehead 
Social Clubs. 
Closing out homecoming events will be the annual homecoming . 
dance in the Fieldhouse from 8 to 12 p.m. The Phi Mu Alpha band will 
perform and the homecoming queen and her court will be presented. 
"We are expecting the largest homecoming crowd in Morehead 
history, " said Dr. Doran, "and we cordially invite all alumni, friends and 
the parents of students to join with us in helping to make this day a highly 
successful one, " 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE TJNlVJ:RSITY 
_. -~· MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
Special to: Morehead News 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Four new members of the music faculty at 
Morehead State University will be presented in a recital Friday. 
The event will be held at 10: 20 a. m. in the auditorium at Baird 
Music Hall. 
Performers will include John Atwood, tenor; Suanne Hower, 
celloist; David Bushouse, French horn; and Vasile Venettozzi, soprano. 
The recital is the first in a series to be presented during the 
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Graters 
~~ey;/ 
last~ in the 
from University Breckinridge High School took top honors 
annual Invitational Debate tournament at Clarksville, 
Tenn., winning both the affirmative and negative sides in the "experienced 
division." 
Alan Hackney and Cherzyl Binion :~~_..,.,_w_,mii were the winning 
affirmative team, and Bob Johnson and til Steve Lewis made up the winning 
negative team. Each group was awarded a troplzy". 
I 
~topic 4&1Sif>-IiiiCipel:4iie!i~dooat>ers was: "Resolved, that 
the foreign aid program of the United States should be limited to non-
military assistance. n· 
B~kkin£iin~-d~g~e~~~~~-~~~~~-~~-~m~-~~~~-~~~mTI~~~~~-j-~~~ok 
.~cnntl J!-Mt?TU tiN!' iiliiM~5:tlt; • 
Others Breckinridge winners were the novice team of Jarvis Hill 
and Terry Holbroo}\ who won second place in aff:irmative deba~ and 
Carla Fanin t;ho won second in oratorical declamation. 
Others in the all participants from Breckinridge were the 
novice negative team of Kenneth Taylor and Laura Hackney, and Dennis Scifres 
and Debra Pack. 
) 
l 
ehe of the largest tournaments in the South, the Clarksville 
tournament ~students from Covington, Bowling Green,~~ Paducah, 
Kentucky; Nashi ville, Madison and Paris, Tenn., and other comnruni ties. 
1~1 fj@ It attracted more than 550 participants. 
AccompaQying the Breckinrdige debaters were Harlen Han~, 
Carl Miller and }Trs. G. c. Webb, of the Breckinridge faculty. 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 1--Vasile Venettozzi of the Morehead 
State University music faculty will be presented 1n concert Satur-
day at the Eighth District meeting of the Kentucky Federation of 
Women's Clubs at Mt. Sterling. 
The soprano's program will be sung at 9 a.m. at the Mt. 
Sterling High School auditorium. 
Her selections will be two songs still in manuscript form 
by the American composer John Jacob Niles. They are "Written by 
the Stars" and "Fond Affections." 
Mrs. Venettozzi was a Chicago District finalist in the 
Metropolitan Auditions in 1956, and organized the Morehead presenta-
tion of the "Messiah." She is a graduate of Baldwin-Wallace College 
and Eastman School of Music. She is choir director at the First 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 1--Lionel Hampton, the jazz drummer and 
vibraharpist who has played for three presidents, will appear in concert on 
the Morehead State Unive~·sity campus, Friday, Octoh~r 14. 
The 8:30 c;oi!Cert in the Fieldhouse will be an opening event of the 
annual Homecoming celebration which will continue Saturday with coffees, 
a smorgasbord luncheon, football game and dance. 
A Louisville native, Hampton played at the presidential ~uguratlons 
of Harry Truman and Dwight Eisenhower. He has played at several affairs for 
President Johnson and has made foreign tours for the State Department as a 
good will ambassador. 
Tickets are priced a.t $3 and may be purchased at the University 
Business Office, Persons wishing to orde"J: tickets by mall may do so by 
writing Ival Bryant, Ticket M;;.nager, Morehead State University. 
Lionel got his start in the big time 3.S a 15-year-old drummer with 
Benny Goodman's Quartet. He took of the "vibes" while playing with a group 
backing Louis Armstrong. 
Hampton has played in several movies and has appeared with many 
of the top stars. He was named the top outsta:;1ding mur-:ical performer in 
1959 after his "King David Suite" was played by the Town HallllO-piece 
Town Hall orc!lestra. 
"Early ticket sales have beE'n exceP.din3ly gratifying," said Harry_ 
Mayhew, co-chairman of the Homecoming activities, ''and we would like to 
encourage these from out .. ot-~own to order their tickets im~ediately as we 
anticipate a full house. 11 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE Ul'l[VERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 3--Tenor William Whitesides will be presented 
in concert Thursday, Oct. 13, at Morehead State University. 
The program will start at 8 p. m. in the auditorium in Baird Music Hall, 
The concert is the first of the year in the Northeastern Kentucky Cele-
brity Series. 
A professor of voice at the University of Louisville, Mr .• Whitesides 
has appeared with the Louisville Orchestra, the Kentucky Opera Association, 
the Santa Fe and San Francisco Opera Associations. 
While studying on a Fulbright Scholarship at Cologne, Germany, he 
was first tenor with opera companies in Bonn, Germany, and Bern, Switzer-
land. During the same period in 1960-64, he was a recitalist in Berlin, Paris 
and Brussels where he was a prize winner at the International Singing Contest 
of 1962. 
Memberships in the Celebrity Series are $5 for adults; $2. 50 for 
students, and family memberships a maximum of $15. Reservations may be 
made by calling Extension 363, Morehead State University, or at the door at the 
Whitesides concert. 
# 
·--FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct, 3--Enrollment at Morehead State University 
for the 1966-67 fall semester climbed to an all-time high of 5,485 
on-campus students, 
The new enrollment is 17.5 per cent higher than the 4,668 for 
the same period a y~ar ago. Neither figure includes extension or 
off-campus enrollment. 
The 817 increase was attributed by President Adron Doran mainly 
to the acquisition of transfer students, many from community junior 
colleges, Two-thirds of the 300 undergraduate transfers entered with 
sophomore or above standing, and three-fourths of them were Kentucky 
residents. 
The freshman class of 2,032 is only six more than the 2.026 
first year students in the 1965-66 fall term. Only 30 per cent of 
the freshmen are from out of state compared with the 35 per cent of 
last year. 
# 
TO THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR: 
Attached are brief spol.s dealing with the Morehead State University 
Homecoming celebration. Whatever use you can make of them will be appre~ 
cated by the University and its friends. Bill M. Turley 
News Director 
Mor.ehead State University will welcome Alumni and friends back 
to the campus Friday and Saturday, October 14 and 15, for the annual Home~ 
coming • • • The program will include a candlelight dinner, a concert by 
Lionel Hampton, visits to classrooms, a :football game and a dance. 
********** 
A pair of Ohio Valley Conference darkhorses will compete in the 
Morehead State University's Homecoming football game October 15. Austin 
Peay will meet the Eagles at 2:30 p.m. at Breathitt Sports Center. The 
Governors shaded Morehead 26~21 last fall on their way to a second plac·e 
finish in the OVC. A capacity crowd of 10,000 is expected for the.game, a 
high spot in the two-day Homecoming. 
********** 
The theme of Morehead State University's Homecoming this fall 
will be "Expanding Horizons. 11 The theme was chosen because Morehead's 
phenomenal growth in the past twelve years. Alumni and friends of the 
school will return to the campus for two days on Friday and Saturday, Octo~ 
ber 14 and 15. 
********** 
(more) 
morehead brief spots 2222222 
Austin Peay will furnish the opposition at Morehead State University's 
\._ 
annual Homecoming football game on Saturday, October 15. The Governors 
will meet the Morehead Eagles at 2:30 p.m. at Breathitt Sports Center. 
******~~*** 
Lionel Hampton, the world 1s leading performer on the vibraharp, 
will appear at Morehead State University's Homecoming on Friday, October 14. 
The concert will be at 8:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. 
*~'******** 
An entertainer of presidents will perform at Morehead State Uni-
versity on October 14. Lionel Hampton will present a concert at the Field-
house during Homecoming. The Louisville native played at the inaugurations 
of Harry Truman and Dwight Eisenhower and has performed for President 
Johnson, 
********** 
Tickets are on sale for $3 for the October 14 concert by Lionel 
Hampton at the Morehead State University Homecoming. His outstanding 
musical group will perform at 8:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse, 
Classrooms will be opened to Alumni and guests when they come to 
the Morehead State University campus for Homecoming on Friday and Satur-
day, October 14 and 15 • , , Each of the five academic Schools will welcome 
visitors between 10 and 12 on Saturday morning, 
(more) 
morehead brief spots 3333333 
Alumni returning to Morehead State University for Homecoming on 
Friday and Saturday, October 14 and 15, will see evidence of Morehead 
State University's phenomenal growth in the new buildings being erected on 
campus. 
*********~:; 
Been Away for Awhile? Come to Morehead State University on 
Friday and Saturday, October 14 and 15 ••• You'll see why EXPANDING 








MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. 1 Oct, 3--About 2, 000 high school musicians will be 
on the Morehead State University campus Saturday for a divisional High School 
Marching Band Festival sponsored by the Kentucky Music Educators Association, 
Bands from 26 high schools have registered for the Eastern Division 
festival, 
The bands will parade at Breathitt Sports Center for rating by a panel 
of experts starting at 5:15 and running through 9:30 p, m. Each band will be 
given seven minutes to perform on the field. Ratings will be announced at the 
end of the parade, 
Tom Siwicki, of Paris, executive director of the Eastern Division, will 
be the festival manager, 
The Morehead State University Iv"J.a.rching Band will perform at the 
end of the program. 
Bands are entered from the following high schools (listed in order of 
appearance): 
Paintsville, Harrodsburg, Elkhorn City, Henry County of New Castle, 
Pikeville, Rowan County of Morehead, Meade Memorial of Williamsport, Corbin, 
Grant County of Dry Ridge, Bracken County of Brookville, Madison County of 
Richmond, Dayton and Louisa. 
Also, Fleming County of Flemingsburg, Wurtland, Boyd County of 
Ashland, Paris, Newport, Erlanger Lloyd, George Rogers Clark of Winchester, 
Waggoner of Louisville, West of Louisville, Thomas Jefferson of Louisville, 
Holmes of Covington, Paul G, Blazer of Ashland and East of Middletown. 
# 
MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUEKY . 
University Breckinridge High School speakers did even better 
in the Clarksville, Tenn., Speech and Debate Tournament than reported 
last week. 
Ln ter infurlllD.tion from the tournament revealed that the Breckin-
ridge_ team i·Jon the s~Jeepsta.kes a,v1ard for the best over-all performance, 
in ~ddition to other previously unreported individual prizes. 
Other Breckinridge 11inners 11ere Dennis Scifres, first ln poetry 
inte.rpreta.tion, :md the team of Ken T qlor ~md Laura Hackney, first 
in the n.:Jvice negative debate div·ision.· 
In all, Breckinridge took f'ive first place trophieG nnd tuo 





/.ROM: J\40REHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD,. KENTUCKY 
) 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 6--In an attempt to promote high school 
drama, the Thespian troupe at University Breckinridge High School has announced 
plans for an Invitational Drama Tournament. 
The first tournament will be held next January 14 at University 
Breckinridge on the Morehead State University campus. 
The promoters hope that competition will encourage more and better 
high school drama. "In the past there has been little done for inter-high school 
competition in the field of drama, 11 said Sheryl Binion, vice president of host 
Troupe 1457. 
Miss Binion said 23 Kentucky schools have indicated they are inter-
e sted in competing. 
# 
·-
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Gary Holcombe, baritone, and Sh;lron.Webb, soprano, 
will be presented in a student recital Friday at Morehead State University. 
The 10:2.0 a. m, recital will be held in the auditorium at Baird Music 
Hall. 
Holcombe is the son of L. R. Holcombe, 120 Guthrie Drive, Bardstown, 
Ky. , and a graduate of Bardstown High School. At Morehead, he is president 
of Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity. 
Miss Webb is the daughter of Russell M. Webb, Seaman, Ohio. A 
music major at Morehead, she is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota national 
music fraternity and Student Music Educators National Conference. 
fl 
F-ROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU --· MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
• MOREHEAD, Ky. --Four high school·ban.ds were rated superior at the 
second annual high school marching band festival at Morehead State University. 
Given top rating on marching-playing and military inspection were the 
high school bands from Paris, George Rogers Clark of Winchester, Holmes 
of. Covington, and Eastern High of MiddLetown. 
Other bands receiving a superior rating on one of the judging points 
were Paintsville, Corbin, Grant County1 Bracken County, Madison Coilnty, 
Newport, and Paul Blazer of Ashland. 
Others competing were Harrodsburg, Elkhorn City, Henry County, 
Pikeville, Rowan County, lvlead Memorial, Dayton, Louisa, Fleming County, 




FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 10--Tickets are on sale at the Business office 
at Morehead State University for the Friday night concert by jazz drummer and 
vibraharpist Lionel Hampton. 
The 8:30 p. m, concert at the Fieldhouse is one of the opening events of 
the annual Morehead Homecoming celebration. 
Tickets_ are $3. 00 for adults and may be ordered by calling I val Bryant, 






,: ... ·-"'·FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct, 10--The drama department of Morehead State 
University will present the comedy "The Absence of A Cello, " the last week 
of October as its first production of the season. 
Performances will be given in the Little Theater in Combs Classroom 
Building nightly at 8 o'clock Oct. 21, 24, 25, 27, 28 and 29. 
Written by Ira Wallach, the play relates the conflict between a cocky 
young businessman and an. eccentric academician. 
B. D. Watts, instructor of Dramatic Arts at Morehead, will direct 
the production, and will be assisted by Carl Ratliff of South Shore, Ky., a 
sophomore speech and dramatic arts major. 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 13--The Northeastern Kentucky Celebrity Series 
will present a performance of Shakespeare's "The Tempest" by the American 
Classic Theatre Wednesday,~ at Morehead State University. 
The single performance will be held at 8 p. m. in Button Auditorium. 
Handsomely costumed and played by a professional company, the pro-
duction has been directed to recapture the magic and beauty of one of Shake-
speare's most mature works. An enchanted island, a book of magic, strange 
and unnatural creatures, kings and clowns, fools and wise men all live again in 
one delightful evening. 
Tickets for non-members of Northeastern Kentucky Celebrity Series are 
priced at $2. Tickets may be ordered from !val Bryant, Ticket Manager, 
Morehead State University. Telephone orders will be taken by Brant at 
784-4181, Extension 235. 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Daniel Pinkham, a leading American composer, 
has been selected as guest conductor for the seventh annual High School 
Choral Festival to be held at Morehead State University, 
Student singers from Kentucky and neighboring states will be on the 
Morehead campus, Dec, 9-11, rehearsing and presenting the festival concert. 
Pinkham has served on the faculty of Harvard University and the New 
England Conservatory of Music. He frequently performs as organ soloist 
and as conductor of choral and orchestral ensembles in addition to his achieve-
ments as a composer. 
He holds degrees from Harvard and has studied with Walter Piston, 
Aaron Copland, Wanda Landowska, E. Power Biggs, Arthur Honneger and 
Samuel Barber. 
Coordinator of the festival is James Ross Beane, associate professor 
of music at Morehead. 
Four regional rehearsals directed. by Morehead music faculty members 
will be arranged in areas convenient to the high schools planning to attend. 
# 
--·FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Dr. Golden I. Langdon, Director of Guidance 
Services at Morehead State University, will conduct a workshop on counseling 
and guidance Oct. 27 at the University of Chicago. 
The workshop sponsored by the Cook County, ill. , Department of 
Public Aid, is to acquaint teachers, counselors and social workers with ways 
to help under-educated adults. 
Dr. Langdon has conducted similar workshops for Indiana and Con-
necticut and spoken at national conferences on adult education. His recent 
article on "Counseling the Under-Educated Adult" appeared in the "Hoosier 
Schoolmaster. 11 He has served as consultant to the Kentucky State Department 
of Education on adult education. 
# 
• ~· · · •FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 14--An Eastern Kentucky conference on 
educational research will be held Friday, Oct. Zl, at Morehead State University. 
Sponsored by the University and the Central Midwestern Regional Educa-
tion Laboratory, the conference will be in the Home Economics Building from 
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Development of a regional educational laboratory, research in the State 
Department of Education, ~cooperative efforts for research and its use are 
among the topics to be discussed. 
About 100 administrators, counselors, teachers and other school perso!lne 
are expected to attend. Reservations should be sent to Dr. Morris Norfleet, 
Director of Research and Development, Morehead State University. 
The program topics will include "The Utilization of Research Information 
in the Public Schools, 11 by Morehead President Adron Doran; "The Regional 
Laboratory Program; What Is It?" by Dr. Fay Starr of CMEL of St. Louis; 
"Laboratory Possibilities for Kentucky" by Dr. Henry Hardin, Kentucky 
coordinator for CMEL; "Research as a Function of the State Department of 
Education, "·by Dr. Don Elswick; and "A Cooperative Approach to Research, 11 




RADIO NEWS RELEASE 
Morehead State University and the Central Mid>restern Regional 
Ediicational Laboratory will sponsor a one day Regional Research 
Conference on the campu> o§ I•Iorehead State University on- October 21, 
from 9:00 A.M. until 3:30 P.M. 
This research conference is being held to discuss the de~ 
~elopment of the Regional Educational Laboratory program, research 
in the State Department of Education, and how the State Depart-
ment of Education, the University, and the public schools can work 
more closely in developing research activities. This conference 
is desi&l!-;ed to bring to administrators, counselors, teachers, and 
-, .. 
other sd~obi P,ersonnel a wider acq_uaintance 11i th the activities 
of research agencies. 
It is important that all superintendents send in the names 
of participants for this conference since it is an invitational 
conference for at least one hundred people. Registration should 
be sent to Dr. Morris Norfleet, Director of Research and Development, 
I·1orehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky. 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. J..4 - The School of Social Sciences at Morehead 
State UniversiU,r has been notified that its social work program has 
been accepted by the National Council of Social \vork Education. 
The acceptance will mean that graduates of the program •lill 
qualify for social work positions and graduate study in social 
work, according to Dr. Roscoe P~forth, Dean of the School of 
Social Sciences. 
About 50 students are enrolled in social l'Iork classes at 
Morehead. 
FRON: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
ED I TORS NOTE : THIS IS TO CORRECT A RELEASE SENT YOU ON OCTOBER 13 GIVING 
THE DATE OF THE PERFORMANCE AS DECE!'fBER 9. WE REGRET .-THE 
ERROR, AND WOUW APPru:CIATE ANY USE YOU CAN MAKE OF THIS 
CllRRECTION, - Bill M •.. Turley, News Director, MSU. 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE : 
MOREHEAD, Ky., October 20 --The touring American Classical Theatre 
will present Shakespeare's "The Tempest" at 8 p.m. Wednesday, November 9, 
in Button Auditorium at Morehead State University. 
The performance is a part of the Northeastern Kentucky Celebrity 
Series. Non-members may order tickets at $2 each from Ival Bryant, Ticket 




FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, OCT. 23 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ··Closed-circuit television is being used at Morehead 
State University to more effectively use the skills of the faculty and to improve 
the quality of instruction in English composition. 
Easily operated "TeleMation" equipment enables one highly-trained 
teacher in a central studio to instruct 150 freshmen meeting in three classrooms. 
A team of four teachers conducts three sessions for a total of 450 students. 
Graduate assistants check class rolls and perform other "housekeeping" duties. 
Without the television system a well-trained teacher would have to be 
assigned to each of the 18 class sections required to instruct the same number of 
students in groups of 25 each. 
The equipment layout, largely planned and selected by Dr. Norman Tant, 
Director of Instructional Media, is so designed that it can be operated by the 
instructor. No technical assistants are needed at the control panel. 
The system employs two cameras. A front view camera is focused on the 
instructor at his desk in the control room and an overhead camera is focused on 
teaching materials on the top of the desk. 
The instructor obtains perspnal contact with his students by projecting 
his own image on the screen while talking to his class. A simple switching 
arrangement allow him to focus the camera on himself. 
By switching to the overhead camera be presents already-prepared 
materials from slides, transparencies, handwritten notes, pages from books, 
drawings, or other visual matter before him. Two monitors at the front of the 
"TeleLectern" allow him to choose the view he wants to project. 
(more) 
. / 
morehead educational televi,aion ZZZZZZZ 
On the other end of the complex cable the students view the presentation 
on Z3-inch video monitors iri the classrooms. The high-resolution viewers are 
rated at almost three times the clarity of the best broadcast receivers. 
To avoid one-way communication and to encourage student participation · 
in the lessons, the system has a telephone connection between the instructor's 
booth and the classroom, 
The instructors question students over the television and receive their , . ' · 
answers by telephone, Also, the students in the classroom can ask questions by 
way of the telephone, When a students picks up one of seven telephones in the 
classroom a light at the control panel tells the instructor that a student's questiom 
is forthcoming. Students in all the rooms can hear both sides of the telephone 
dialogue between the student and the instructor on camera, 
~'This approach to teaching English composition will increase the effective· 
ness of the instruction and the contact between students and instructors, 11 saye 
Dr. Gary Harmon, chairman of the Division of Languages and Literature. He 
also sees it as a means of reducihg the cost of instruction with fewer teachers 
needed for large groups. 
Dr, Lewis Barnes, a member of the composition teaching team, is one 
of several Morehead teachers with a background in broadcast television teaching. 
While simple to operate, the Morehead classroom television system is a 
complex of sight and sound transmission and receiving equipment. The electronic 
components are of the most advanced design and quality. 
More than a year was spent in planning the involved electronic and 
academic aspects of the venture, No other college or university was found using 
television in the manner envisioned by Morehead, and the lly&tem had to be 
developed here, (more) 
F.ROM: MOaEHEAD Nll':W$ BUIU!:AU 
MOREHre,l\D STA 'l'E UNIVSltSITY 
-; . .: ·--~ M()~D, l(i;NTUCltY 
The t'lnal tllr"· pc:dormancea of the· Morll!lil~a<l Theater' o p:rod.t.u:l:iWl 
of "Absene(l of. A CelJ.oi• wUll:ie glvocat $ p.m. 'I'l•urada.y. Fdday and Su.t.m• 
I ·' - ' 
day in •he Little Thelltr:t~,< in the CGm~o ~laaai'aom Building· at Mo:ccbe.'ld. State 
U!live~t~"Y. 
The h·a Wallach tomedy ch'Ciw goo4 nut'lienccs at its eadle;c.o pc:.d(;:zru-
anaealaat week. Th• eaet inc:tudoa drama lltwlentc trcun &he Unlv~taity. 
The play deel• witb a c.:»ntllet botwecn an ucademiclan acntl :~ill b~l:noso. 
;,.·, 
A n~m•contoa:-mlDj •ckcUat, played b.y Rokrt Glba.t:ln, claahe• wltl\A. bnab. 
ygung bua!neoanuJ;n, played by Mlcbllel ~lt. 
FROM: 
/ ~ . . . 
MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU _ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
The gho•t•; goblintJ and witches. may look a little liUfltU' and older 
than normal when they make their way thla .Crida.y night to .Button gymnasium 
at Morehead State Univeuity. 
U they do look diUercnt it wUl he because they are. 
Tht. group of prankaters wUl be the faculty and tholr •pot.uaeQ on thelr 
WilY to a Hallowe'en party apon•?red by tho Morehead State Unlvcralty Woman'a 
.-. 
Club. 
Appropriate C:OitUmae are urged, but those who £eel frightening enough 
without them may come aa they are, according to Mrs. Joyce Chaney. party 
• 
aocial chairman. 
Party time ia 1':30 p.m., and the admlaeion i1 $1 per couple. 
) 
1. 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 24--Morehead State University has received 
$5, 695. 46 from the estate of •he late Mrs. Myrtle Critchfield Mitchell of 
Lexington for the establishment of a scholarship fund. 
Mrs. Mitchell specified in her will that the funds be used to finance 
scholarships of no·t less than $500 each. 
When she died in 1964, Mrs. Mitchell left an estate valued at nearly 
$3 1/2 million. She was president and chairman of the board of the 
Lexington Coca-Cola Botding Works. 
Morehead President Adron Doran said scholarships linanced by che fund 
would begin with the fall 1967 semester. 
# 
• 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BtiREAU 
MOl\EHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
Tho Unt.ve:r11lty Brecldnddge speech team won 11ccond place in ita aeeond 
to~Unament of the yealr on Oct;, ~Z at Elizabethtown, Ky. Team member& e:u•necl 
'l'be debate team of Alan Hackney, She:illfl Binion, Bob Johnson and Steve 
ln ~e lnc!tvldual compotitlon, Cbriety Fry won first place in story telling, 
and Detta B:rammcr waa aecond in tho event. .Oelll1i1 l;;cl!ree won second pl;1ce in 
The Breck!nrlclgo •pcaketa won the aweopatakea trophy and aoveral lnclividll&l 
honoJI'a at an e&rller tou:rw:;men~ at Clarksville, Tenn. They are c;oached by Mra. 
Jclia Webb l\nd Harlen Hamm who pl'ediet a wlnnini eeaaon !or chelr chara;e•· 
) 
) 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Two members of the Morehead State University music faculty will 
present a joint recital at 8 p.m. tonight (Thursday), Nov. 3, in Baird Music 
Hall. 
The performers at this first of a faculty recital series will be James 
Martin, flute, and Karl Payne, :piano. 
Their program will include "Concerto in E Minor for Flute and Harpsi-
chord", by J. J. Quantz; "Toccata for Piano, Opus 7 11 , Schumann; two sonatas by 
Scarlatti; "Ballade No. 1 in G Minor", Chopin; "Caprice No. 23 11 by Paginini; 
three pieces for flute by Moss, and "Sicilienne et Burlesque", A. Casella. 
· Martin will receive his Master of Music degree from Indiana University 
next February. He is a member of Music Educators National Conference, Phi 
Mu Alpha Music fraternity, and the American Association of University Professo: 
P~yne was a 1964 soloist with the Indiana University concert orchestra at 




EROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU ' 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVJ):RSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 29--More than 300 high school yearbook staff 
members floom 40 schools are expected _on the Morehead State University campus 
Thursday, Nov. 3, for the seventh annual Yearbook Seminar . 
Ed Houlihan, Taylor Yearbook Co. executive from Lexington, Ky., will 
be·the keynote speaker. Also appearing on the program will be John Mullaney, 
Osborne PhotograP.hic Laboratories, Cinc:i.nnati, and Edward Nass, instructor 
of Graphic Arts at Morehead. 
Houlihan will speak at 10:15 a.m. following a, welcoming address by 
Dr. Adron Doran, President of Morehead State University. Photography and 
printing discussions are ·scheduled from 11 to 11:45 a.m., led by outstanding 
yearbook authorities. 
The afternoon session will feature a "Raconteur Roundup", a discussion 
of the unique Morehead State University yearbook by''Editor Martin Huffman and 
three staff_ members. 
Bill M. Turley, Publicati;;r,s D~rector of Morehead and coordinator of the 
seminar, said various topics will be discussed, including: financing, photography 
book sales, themes, special promotions, writing of copy and cutlines and staff 
organization. 
A special feature of the Morehead seminar is the advis'?rs 1 section held 
during the roundtable discussion sessions for the st':'dents. 
"Our seminar has grown each year, " said Turley, "and we are looking 
forward to his year's. seminar with great expectations. Our consultants are three 
of the finest publishing authorities in the country and .we sincerely feel that we wil: 
have a stimulating and worthwhile seminar. 11 
# 
News Bureau 
MQREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
The Morehead State Universit,y debate team won top honors last Saturday 
in a novice-veteran tournament at Marshall University in Huntington. Four 
of the six pairs won all of their debates and earned the highest number 
of speaker points possible. 
Taking first place with a perfect score was the novice-veteran team 
of John Greenman, Katlzy" Bailey, Ed_ Teylor and Bob Goldie. They were awarded 
a team troplzy". 
A novice team of Susan Sherman, Barry Phillips, Bill Sheid and 
Pat Pinto received the highest number of speaker points.. S Miss Sherman 
and 19 Phillips ;ron all of their debates. 
A Nov-vet team of Norman Roberts, Jim Boyd, Mary Lou Smith and Bob 
Armstrong tied for second place, but were not awarded a troplzy" because 
they were behind on speaker points. Miss Smith and Armstrong liOn all of 
their debates. 
Teams from Ohio State, the University of Kentucky, West Virginia 
Universit,r, Marshall, Transylvania and other Ohio and West Virginia 
colleges debated on the topic that the United States should substantially 
EH decrease its foreign aid commitments. 
• FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
• MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 4·-The brass choir of Morehead State University 
will appear in concert at 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11, in Baird Music Hall on the 
¥orehead campus. 
Organized in 1959, the choir is composed of 20 students chosen by audition. 
They are selected on the basis of their proficiency with difficult literatu:r:e and 
independence. 
Director John K. Stetler, associate professor of music at Morehead,. has 
performed with the Cincinnati Symphony, and has played first trumpet with the 
Witchita Symphony a~d the Central Kentucky Philharmonic Orchestra in Lexington.' 
He is a graduate of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and received his Master 
of Music degree at the University of Wichita. 
The program for the Friday concert will include: 
Toccata from "Athalanta," by Bonelli; "Ceremonial and Floul'isP., " Arnell; 
Sonata pian1e forte, Gabrieli; "Chorale and Fughetta, 11 Read; "Fanfare for the 
Common Man, 11 Copland; "Negev, 11 Hartmeyer; "Contrapunctus V, " Bach, and 






MOREHEAD NEW:;> BUREAq 
MOREHEAD pTA TE UNIVERSl::r'Y 
MOREHEAD, KENTUC~Y 
FOR lMMED;r.A. TE RELEASE 
MOREHJ;JAD, Ky, ,, Nov. 7:-~Morehead Sta~~ VniV:~r.s.~~y 4!l;ba~~rs .. out-
- • :' \:;~.: • ''}• • ·~ • >• ~ ;•· \~:· ~./' "b1 ~.· ~· ~- ·• \(" ~·['V 
. ~ r 
argued all but two $f {!5 tea~s !!.<~.st ;veel~e~d in the ~~t.i9na,l !nY~~at~~-~~f D\~btt~ .. 
Tournament at the V~iv~rsi.ty of Chicago. ~~; 
Morehead debaters lost only to Purdue and Oberlin Col~eg~ in 12 rounds 
. " , .... ' . 
of four-man varsity competition won by Wa.bash College 'Y~th o~y one defeat. 
. ' •' .,. '• 
' • o:" ~ .. 
En route to its strong showing, Morehead d~feated Mich_igan State, North 
Dakota, De Pauw, Augustana, Indiana, Pittsburg, Wect Virginia, nlinois, Chicago 
Center and Western Michigan. 
The Morehead te~m is composed of Kathy Bailey, Columbus, Miss.; John 
Greenman, Morehead; Mary Lou Smith, Ft. Thomas, Ky., and Ed'\'l'ard Taylor, 
... 
Bartervl.llljl, Ky. 
Mrs. G. C. V[eb,h is de~at~ !=!?~~b.-· 




FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Morehead State University will be represented at aJneeting of the National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics at Cincinnati Friday and Saturday by four 
members of the faculty of the School of Sciences and Mathematics. 
They are Mr. and Mrs. Arvine Phelps, instructors of mathematics, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Mayo and Mrs. Lake Cooper, associate professors of mathematics. 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
I I 
I 
Morehead State University will be represented at a meeting of the Kentucky 
Academy of Sciences :rriday and Saturday by nine members of the faculty of the 
School of Sciences and Mathematics. 
I I , 
Allen Lake, associate professor of biology, will present:a· PF-Per. 
, ... 
Dr. William C. Simpson, Dean of the School of Sciences and Mathematics, 
is a member of the committee for physics in secondary scholls, and David Hylbert, 
··! . 
II, I lc11 
instructor of earth science, is secretary of the geology section '·oJ 'tfie' academy. 
# 
.,, ' I<~ 
'I 
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FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --New works by a rising young American artist are on 
exhibit daily at the University Art Gallery at Morehead State University. 
Included are some 50 drawings, paintings, sculptures and mixed media 
interpretations by the artist, Michael David Fox, art instructor at Morehead. 
Most of the exhibited works have been completed in the past year, many 
of them in all-night sessions. They range from tiny clay figures to a seven-foot 
wooden carving, 
Fox has exhibited at one-man shows in Buffalo and Rochester, N. Y.; in 
group shows at Buffalo, Rochester, Brooklyn, Morehead, Syracuse, and the 
Speed Museum at Louisville, 
He won the professional student sculpture award at the Brooklyn Museum 
of Art in 1964, the Bach Art Festival at Rochester, and the Max Beckmann Fel-
lowship at the Brooklyn Museum, His works are in private collections in 15 states 
The exhibition will open from 9 a. m. to· 5 p, m, daily through Nov. 23, 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Two modern American plays will be presented at 
Morehead State University on Friday, Nov. 18, by the touring Actors Theater 
of Louisville, 
The program will include Harold Pinter's "The Dumb Waiter" and 
Peter Shaffer's "The Private Ear. " 
The performance will be at 8 p. m, in Button Auditorium, Admission 
will be $1, 00, 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY .-
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Susan Catherine Arthur of Ashland will present··he·r· 
senior music recital at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 20, in Baird Music Hall at Merehead 
State University. 
A daughter of Mr; and Mrs. William T. Arthur of Route 2, Susan is a 
I· I' .i• 
senior music education major at Morehead. She is a 1960 graduate of Ashland 
High School and studied trumpet with James Andrew Caudill of Ashland. 
At Morehead she is a member of Alpha Sigma Rho social sorority, Sigma 
,, , . . , 
-Alpha Iota National music fraternity, Students Music Education National Committee, 
the concert choir and the concert band. She will spend the spring semester as a 
student teacher of music and will graduate next June. 
Her recital will include trumpet solos on the following numbers: "Sonata No. 
8" by Carelli; "All Antica 11 by Goeyens; "Sonata" by Emmanuel, and "Andante et 
Scherzo" by Barat. She will be accompanied by Mr(l. Lucretia Stetl_er, piano 
instructor at Morehead. 
# 
t'10rehet>d Debaters Continue to Recehe H:ir,h Honor~_ 
The ~lorehead University V<!rsity Negative Dabate Team., col'!Posed of Mary Lou 
Smi:&h and Ed 1'aylor~ have t·:on seven·i;een of their eif;hteen rounds o:t: competition 
on the topic, that the United Stutes s:tould sub,.:,a;~_J:ia:l:J"~,;:" re... ~ducJ ita foreign 
policy com.'llitl1lents. This teara 11as joined by tt·~~·i;~ives; Susan lLel"iiU 
and T.'ar:cy Phillips, aa they repreaented l10rehead in the Uni-<ersity of Cincinnati 
Varsity Debate Tournament on Friday and Saturday~ November ll and l2~ 
This .fouraman contingent 'Gied t-r:Lth Hemphis State and Ohio State for firs'.; 
place on a trln-loss l'eco1-.c!., The tie uas broken by syec !rer points ~;:Lth 
Horehcad reccivinr third place. :!l'or this achieve:m:mt the local group received 
a handso:ne trophy. Jnchdad in the participailling schools from 6 stotes 
t:c:ro Pa..'lnsylvania Stute, Central Hichip.an S·&~te University, UnLcrsity of 
Akron, Jlall St:.:te Unh'eraity of l-l!mcie, Jndiona, University of Dayton1 and otheP 
collep;es and universities. 
Accompanying ~he l·!oreheed team to Cmcinnati ~rere Jim Parsley and 
Urs o Go Co 1·1ebb o 
MOREHEAD NE'\'JS BUREAU 
Morehead State University tied with Memphis State and Ohio State 
in the University o.f Cincinnati varsity debate tournament last weekend. 
The tie was broken on speaker points and Morehead received the third 
place troplzy". 
Members o.f the Morehead team were Mary Lou Smith, Ed Taylor, 
Susan Sherman and Barry Phillips. Miss Smith and TaylCll' have won 
17 o.f their 18 rounds o.f debate a.f.firmative debate on the ~ 
,iJi!j> topic o.f whether the United States fl should reduce its .foreigh 
connnitments •. 
other teams competing in the Cincinnati tournament ;rem 
included: i!?aJ!lgrn Penn State, Central Michigan, Akron, BallS State, and 
Dayton, and others from six states. 
The Morehead team is coached by Mrs. G. c. Webb. 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Season tickets for Morehead State University basket-
ball games will go on sale Friday, Nov. 18. 
Tickets for the 10-game home schedule are priced at $15.45. Ticket 
llfianager Ival Bryant said this allowed season ticket holders to purchase reserved 
seats at the single game general admission price. 
Tickets may be :11eserved by writing Bryant at Morehead State University, 
or by calling the ticket office at 784-4181, Ext. 215. 
Single game reserve or general admission tickets will go on sale Dec. 1. 
# 
r 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
-· MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
University Breckinridge stayed within str~·king distance until the final 
seconds before bowing 74-69 to Prichard High of Grayson last Tuesday in Button 
Auditorium. 
The Eaglets pulled to within two points with 15 seconds to go, but 
missed on a bonus free throw and were unable to control the ball. They had -il.ost 
leading rebounder Steve Lewis earlier in the period and with him their board 
strength. 
A cold first half was the undoing of the Blue and Gold. They were unable 
to keep up the hot pace they set in their opening victory and managed only 28 per 
cent from the field in the first half against Prichard. 
Before bowing out on fouls Lewis collected 17 points and 10 rebounds 
for the Eaglets. Bobby Johnson had 15, Alan Hackney 13 and Martin Proudfoot 12. 
Jim Justice of Prichard was high man in the game with 25 points. 
The loss evened the Breckinridge record at 1-1 as they prepare; for 
a game Tuesday with Tollesboro at home. Following the Thanksgiving break they 







FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --The CoEds, a girl's singing group, from Morehead 
State University will sing a program of semi-classic and popular music for an 
assembly Thursday, Dec. 1, at Carlisle High School. 
Also on the program will be Mrs. Vasile Venettozzi, soprano as a 
member of the Morehead music faculty, and Jo-Anne Ray, pianist. 
Members of the CoEds are Kay Martin, Jane Wallace and Carla Bondy, 
all Morehead music students. 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD Ky. --A one-act opera, "The Jumping Frog 
of Calaveras County, " will be presented by the Morehead State 
University Opera Workshop at the annual high school Choral 
Festival next month. 
The performance will be held at 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 
10, in Button Auditorium. 
Soloists will include baritone Gary Holcombe as the 
Stranger, David Hollingsworth, Sheila Chapman, Billy Henson, 
Jim Gallaher, Michael Franklin and Robert Comstock. 
They will be supported by a chorus and orchestra from 
the Morehead music department. 
The folk opera by Lukas Foss is based on the familiar 
Mark Twain short story. 
# 
FROM: 
..._,,/· :..· -~ 
MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov, 30""Upgrading of music literature used in 
Kentucky high schools is one of the goals of the seventh annual High School Choral 
Festival to be held next weekend at Morehead State University, 
"Emphasis has been placed on the literature to be performed rather than 
the singing technique, 11 said James Beane, Festival director and associate-professor 
of music at Morehead. 
The Festival Chorus will perform a program of rarely"heard selections 
in a public concert at 3 p. m, Sunday,· Dec, 11, .as a climax to the three"day Festival. 
Daniel Pinkham, a leading composer, director and organ soloist, will be 
the guest conductor, He has received nuniei."OUS fellowships and has taught music 
at Harvard University and the New England Conservatory of Music. Some of his 
compositions are included on the Festival repertorire, 
All of the concert numbers are considered much more difficult, Beane 
said, than those usually performed by high school choruses, The esoteric selections 
were made to persuade the musicians to reach out for higher goals th8.!;1 usual, he 
said• Participating schools have been rehearsing the selections for two months. 
The program includes: "Festival Magnificat" and "Wedding Cantata" 
both by Pinkham; "Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern" by Praetorius; "Nowell 
sing we: Nova, nova" arranged by Stevens; "There is no rose"· by Hughes; 
110 Magnum Mysterium" by Shaw, and "In Eccelsis" by Gabrieli. 
Chorus members were chosen by the schools they represent, They will 
audition as separate groups and by sections Friday morning when they arrive. 
Mr, Pinkham will conduct rehearsals for the complete chorus starting Friday 
afternoon, 
(more) 
chorus festival 2222222 
Besides their rehearsals and concert, the high school singers will hear 
performances Friday and Saturday nights by Morehead State University musical 
groups, 
Beane said the use of a guest conductor and concerts by older more 
advanced students was unique in state high school choral festivals. 
The University Chamber Singe·rs will present an 8 p.m. concert Friday 
of rarely-performed choral numbers, The group is composed of carefully selected 
upperclassmen, On the same program, the University Concert Choir will:be heard 
in Kubik's "First Choral Suti Suite" and "The Christmas Oratorio" by Schutz. 
At Saturday night's concert the University Chorus will sing selections 
from Bach's motet, "Jesu, Priceless Treasure," and other Christmas numbers. 
The University Opera Workshop will perform the folk opera, "The Jumping Frog 
o£ Calaveras County," based on the Mark Twain short story. 
All the concerts will be held in Button Auditorium and will be open to 
the public, There is no admission charge, 
. # 
F~OM: -MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD Ky., Nov, 30~~When Dennis Scifres, a junior at University 
Breckinridge School at Morehead State Unive:rsity, is not using his voice he lets 
his golf clubs talk for him, But this past week he spoke aloud. 
While his fellow students were taking a Thanksgiving holiday, the dark~ 
haired youth was participating in the National Invitational Foronsic Tournament 
at Boston College, 
Dennis won second place in Oral Interpretation in competition with 500 
other students from 85 high schools across the country. 
After five rounds of reading, Dennis was tied with a speaker from Iona 
Preparatory School of New York. Finally, the championship was awarded to the 
Iona contestant- on the basis of two percentage points difference in their scores, 
and Dennis received the runner•up trppl;ly. 
Dennis has shown versatility on the speaker's stand and has been a winner 
in every meet he has entered this year. He won first prize in prose interpretation 
and second in poetry in a tournament at Paris, Ky.; first in poetry at Clarksville, 
Tenn,; second in prose at Elizabethtown, and second in prose at the Harrison 
County tournament. 
He is also a consistent winner on the golf course, For the past two years 
he has been the champion in the Morehead Junior Chamber of Commerce junior 
tournament, and this year represented Morehead in the state Jaycee tournament, 
He won the Ponderosa tournament for junior golfers at Ashland this summer, 
An avid linksman, he has expressed an ambition to become a professional 
golfer, 
(more) 
sp"ech tournament 222.2222 
~-· . __ ... 
Dennis is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Scifres of Vanceburg. His 
father is a professional photographer and operates the Chan-Parks Studio. His 
mother teaches the fifth grade in the Vanceburg school system. 
His activities not confined to speaking and golfing, Dennis also serves as 
president of University Breckinridge Thespian Society. He is a member of the 
Beta Club, the honor society; National Forensic League; Junior Classical League 
and the school chorus. 
His speaking talents were summed up thus by his coach, Harlan Hamm: 
"Dennis is certainly one of the truly outstanding oral interpreters in 
I . 
Kentucky, and 1s a youth of whom all Kentuckians should be proud. He was the only 
Kentucky representative at the national tournament and made such a good showing 
in our behalf. " 
--
) 
MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, KY,, Nov, 30--Kentucky school systems are better able to 
compete these days for teachers being graduated from Morehead State University, 
but are they also recruiting the graduates with the top academic records? 
ihe answer seems to be yes, according to a survey released by the 
Education News Service for the Kentucky Education Association committee for 
the study of the foundation program. 
Based on incomplete data relating to the June, 1966 graduating class, 
the survey showed that the grade point average was almost equal between those 
taking teaching positions in Kentucky and those going out of state, 
On the 4-point grading system--in which A is 4, B is 3, C is 2--
those remaining in Kentucky has a 2,65 average, and those taking out of state 
·posts had a 2,68 average. 
Information supplied to the KEA study committee was based upon 198 
out of 353 teacher graduates, 
The survey also revealed that about one-third of the Morehead teacher 
graduates were non-residents of Kentucky at the time that they began their 
senior year, Of the 353 graduates, 104 came to Morehead from other states, 
Kentucky school systems were able to hold most of the Kentuckians in 
' the state, Of the 97 Kentuckians in the class, 90 remained in the state to teach, 
Ohio recruited the largest number--59 of the group taking positions 
in the other states, 
The committee was formed by the KEA in 1964 to make a study-in-depth 
of the state's foundation program for education and to recommend changes, 





FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 6--The door bursts open and a beaming child 
bounces into the classroom enthusiastically chanting, "Here I am! Here I 
am! 11 And so he is, for another day of activity, fun and learning in the 
Morehead State University pre-school class, 
His activities are a part of a unique pre-school program which is an 
outstanding example of coordinating educational efforts, The program combines 
the University Breckinridge kindergarten and the University's Head Start class. 
Every effort has been made, according to Reedus Back, director of 
University Breckinridge, to insure th<~;t children in both groups receive the 
same training so that they will enroll in school with equal educational experiences 
The combination of classes, conceived by President Adron Doran, 
enables children to learn to associate at an early age with those on other 
economic and social levels, Since they must meet in public schools and later 
life, educators feel, earlier association will provide greater benefits. 
The only differences between the groups will be based on the individual 
needs of the children, according to Reedus Back, director of University 
Breckinridge school, 
A $14, 924 grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity will provide 
such help for Head Start enrollees as: a well-planned and nutritious lunch; 
complete medical and dental screening and necessary treatment; transportation 
to and from school and insurance, 
Back said these services are felt necessary to the well-being of all 
children, Fifteen of the 50 children enrolled are eligible for the benefits. 
{more) 
-· • -2222222 
The Child Development Program operates 'Viti:! two three-hour sessions 
daily. Classes are conducted by a team composell of j:virs, Joann Setser, 
teacher in the Head Start program, and Mrs, Eliz<~,be~h Anderson of the 
University Breckinridge faculty. 
Assisting them are a mother aide and a student teacher from the 
Morehead University's School of Education. Mrs, Setser, the aide and a 
secretary are paid from the OEO grant, 
Parents are encouraged to visit the center and to participate in the Pre-
School Parent Organization. Visitors may view the class at any time from 
8:30 a, m, to 3:30 p. m, through a one-way window, 
Now being conducted in the University Home Economics Building, the 
Program will soon be moved into a new addition to University Breckinridge 
School which is nearing completion, 
An informal assessment of the program by parents and staff indicates 
an unqualified success and a hope that other classes of the type will be formed 
throughout Eastern Kentucky, President Doran enthusiastically cites it as an 
exciting and promising contribution to early childhood education. 
The project is co-directed by Mr, Back, Dr. Mary Northcutt, and Dr. 
Morris Norfleet, director of Research and Program Development, 
# 
I 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --A Christmas dinner has been scheduled for Morehead 
State University's alumni, students and friends attending the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence basketball tournament Dec. 19 in Louisville, 
Dinner will be served at 5 p. m, in the Flag Room at the Kentucky Hotel. 
Preceding it will be an informal reception for Morehead guests, The dinner 
was planned by the Morehead Alumni Association. 
The Eagles will play Tennessee Tech at 7 p, m, at Convention Hall, 
Tickets for the dinner and game are available from the Director of 
Alumni Affairs, Morehead State University. Cost of the dinner is $2. 50, and 
game tickets are priced at $2, $2.50 and $3. 00, 
The Jefferson County drive for the construction of an Alumni House on 
the Morehead campus will open at the dinner. The Association is seeking 




.i!.KUM: MUKJ!;H.l!:AD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 6--Judith Dotson of Pataskala won the oral 
interpretation event in the annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Forensic Conference 
last week. 
Representing Morehead State University, where uhe is a senior English 
aad speech major, Judith waiS in her first competition as a speaker. 
The daughter o£ Willis Dotson, Route 3, Judith is an honor graduate of 
Reynoldsburg High School, whe1·e she was a member of the ¥-Teens, Junior Red 
Cross and National Bono:;: Society. 
At Mo1·ehead she is a troasure1· of the Morehead Players, a drama society 
member, secretary of the Forensic Union, a member oi the speech club and a 





FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec, 12--The bustling Morehead State University campu~ 
will sink into a state of slumber next week as the nearly 6, 000 students and faculty 
begin their annual Christmas vacation, 
Classes end at noon Saturday and will resume at 8 a, m. Tuesday, Jan. 3, 
The mass exodus will begin Friday when most students end their school 
week and begin scattering to all parts of Kentucky and the nation. Friday night 
and Saturday morning classes will be held as usual, 
Administrative offices will remain open through Tuesday, Dec, 20, They 
will be closed between Wednesday and the next Wednesday, Dec. 28, when they 
will reopen for normal business. They will again be closed Monday, Jan, 2, for 
the New Year's holiday, 
The holiday season for the faculty will begin tomorrow with the annual 
Christmas dinner given by President and Mrs. Adron Doran at 6 p. m, in the Student 
House, 
Vacations will be delayed for the basketball team and its coaches. The Eagle& 
will play in two tournaments during the holidays, 
Morehead will meet Tennessee Tech at 7 p. m, Monday, Dec, 19, in the Ohio 
Valley Conference tournament at Louisville's Convention Center, 
Preceding the game alumni, students and friends of Morehead will attend a 
banquet sponsored by the Alumni Association in the Flag Room of the nearby Kentucky 
Hotel, 
After a brief vacation the team will resume preparations for its appearance 




MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --James W. Bragg, assistant professor of music, will 
present a recital of piano music Tuesday, Jan. 12, at 8 p.m. in Baird Music 
Hall at Morehead State University. 
His program will include works by Scarlatti, Beethoven, Bartok, Bach 
and Chopin. 
Bragg has appeared in numerous solo, concerto and ensemble recitals 
throughout the midwest and New England. He received his bachelor's and 
master's degrees in music at the New England Conservatory and is working on 
his doctorate at the University of Illinois. 
# 
FROM: MOREHEAD NEWS BUREAU 
' . MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky~, Dec. 29--Mountain balads will be sung here Thursday 
by John Jacob Niles in the manner in which they were performed by singers long 
before the modern craze in folk music developed, 
The recital will be presented at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium at Morehead 
State University. It is a feature of the Northeast Kentucky Celebrity Series, 
A native of Jefferson County and now a resident of Lexington, Niles is 
generally regarded as the dean of American balladeers, because of his singing, 
his collections and his compositions of folk songs. 
The 74-year-old performer sings in a high, clear tenor and accompanies 
himself on the dulcimer, a guitar-like instrument which he made himself. 
His repertoire includes selections from his collections and his own 
compositions in the folk-manner: "Black Is My True Love's Hair, 11 "I Wonder 
As I Wander, 11 "Go Way !:com My Window, 11 and others. 
Niles developed his interest in folk tunes as a young man. While traveling 
through Eastern Kentucky mountains as an adding machine repairman in the early 
1900's, he collected ballads he heard sung there. He used a musical shorthand 
he developed to record the tunes and words. 
After service in the Air Force in World War I, Niles studied music in 
Paris and Lyons, France, then specialized in voice and composition at the 
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. 
# 
Led by its negative team of Mary Lou Smith and Eel. Taylor, the 
Morehead State University Debate Team continued its 'Winning record 
last weekend w at Illinois Stare University. 
Miss Smith and 'Eaylor won all six of their debates and handed 
second place Butler Qollege of Indianapolis its only loss. The 
entire Morehead contingent liOn nine of l2 debates. 
•• _t;;;; Kentucky's only entrant in the tournament, Morehead 
competed against such colleges and universi~Detroit University, 
Ohio University and Northe1restern. 
~eet~ts Kathy Bailey and Barry Phillips represented Morehead 
on the affirmative side of the topic, 4tl "Resolved, that the the foreign 
aid conuni tme.nts of the United States ~ should be substantially 
reduced." 
r 
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